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Background and methodology of the research

Background of the research

As Banking and Financial Services (BFS) enterprises progress on their digital transformation journey, they are investing in four
key imperatives digital experience, digital operations, digital ecosystem, and digital security (focus of this report).
BFS firms are looking to create a secured, ubiquitous, personalized, easy, and responsive stakeholder experience. The pivot to
digital-first transactions is pushing the banking and financial services firms to invest in modernizing their IT infrastructure. One of
the key considerations in orchestrating the digital-first model of transactions is to enable secured access to data and services
through digital channels. In this report we will focus on the security aspects of digital transactions with a deep-dive into digital
identity. In this report, we have covered current investments, market size & growth, and demand trends for the digital identity
services market in the BFS vertical
In this research, we analyze current trends and future outlook for digital identity services in the banking and financial
services market. We focus on:


Market trends and size of the digital identity market



Role of digital identity in enabling digital transformation for BFS firms



Current state of investments in digital identity and implications for BFS firm

The scope and methodology of this report includes:


Primarily covers security services with focus on digital identity in the global BFS market



Includes initiatives taken by financial institutions and government agencies in the digital identity space



Everest Group proprietary databases and extensive secondary and primary research was used for developing this report
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Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

Digital Identity (DI) is set to play a crucial role in enabling BFS firms to create a secured digital stakeholder experience. Factors
such as increasing number of data breaches, stricter regulations, and the need to enable secured digital transactions is driving
digital identity & access management services market for BFS industry. While government institutions, technology providers, and
startups are also investing in this space, banks are positioned to not only adopt digital identity solutions but also monetize them
Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:
DI enabling digital
transformation

Enterprises need to balance the need for minimal friction in stakeholder experience and manage
cyber risks such as frauds as they advance in their digital transformation journey

DI model has
evolved

The rapid digitalization and dynamic threat landscape will demand a significant shift in Digital
Identity (DI) paradigm - Future DI models will be user oriented, truth-based, and governed

BFS firms are
leading the charge

BFS firms are investing heavily in digital identity-based initiatives; most banks are working in
tandem with industry bodies or government agencies

Opportunity for
banks to generate
revenue

Banks are in a unique position to offer digital identity solutions backed by their platform and data
– this has the potential to unlock new business models and revenue opportunities for banks
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This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive
into key aspects of DI market; below are four charts to
illustrate the depth of the report
Digital Identity services enhancing secured experiences for customers Digital Identity as a key component of digital transformation
Focus of this report


Access to banking services
anytime, anywhere, and from
any device



High digital channel availability
from their banks



Personalized

Ubiquitous

Easy



High level of security
features that do not create
significant friction in the
customer experience



Secured access to data
and services

Big data & analytics
Digital identity solutions help avoid unauthorized access to data and insights

Understand not only the current
needs of the customers, but also
detect the potential needs and
provide relevant customizable
solutions



Seamless user experience
across channels and type of
transactions



Integrated financial solutions
(e.g., payments) with customer’s
activities

Automation
BFS firms automating business processes that access data from multiple
systems require a digital identity solution
Digital channel experience
Enterprises are investing in identity management tools to drive a consistent
omnichannel user experience
Digital identity as a key
technology
component of the
enterprise digital
transformation journey

Cloud
BFS enterprises need to manage operational risk of unauthorized access to
data on cloud as well as digital identity over cloud platforms
Open platforms and APIs1
Designing secured APIs to access data and services enabled by a digital
identity solution will foster innovation and customer focus

Secure

Partnering with ecosystem partners (FinTechs)
Collaboration to innovate and plug gaps in the digital technology stack in a secured
environment needs frictionless digital identity solutions

Responsive


Quickly respond to customer queries
across the channel of their choice



Provide context-aware responses in
real-time

Market size for identity and access management services

Internet of Things (IoT)
Enterprises leveraging devices that interact with the digital ecosystem need to
be uniquely identified and authorized for digital transactions

Key technologies drivers
Digital identity solutions are leveraging machine learning and cognitive technologies to enhance their efficacy and experience

Market size for Identity and access management services1
US$ billion




Global enterprises are investing in building modern
digital IT infrastructures and applications. Identity and
access management is a key component of the
investment as part of the modernization journey.
Some of the key factors driving growth in the digital
identity market are:





Biometric identification management systems are
replacing traditional passwords or ID card based
authentication methods
Customers are looking at balancing convenience with
security as they look to leverage mobile devices for
physical security
Features such as enhanced security and accuracy,
convenience, more accountability, and cost benefits
work in favor of biometric systems

– Increasing data breaches and cyberattacks
15.3
13.5

– Risks of poor digital security include tarnishing of
brand image and revenue decline from poor
customer experience

11.9
10.5
Overall

9.2

– Growth of digital transactions from
mobile devices
BFS

3.59

4.68

5.25

3.12

4.13

5.77

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022
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Banking and financial services enterprises account
for one-third of the global spend on identity and
access management services




Blockchain

Biometric and
geo-tagging of
data

– Regulatory & industry bodies reinforcing
anti-money-laundering and data privacy rules (e.g.,
GDPR)

17.4








Proprietary solutions for user authentication
provided by tech firms, such as IBM and Oracle, as
well as open solutions, such as OpenID and OAuth
2.0, are based on APIs
Digital identity solutions with API-based integration
allow clients to control the user experience
Capital One launched digital identity APIs to
enable customers to enter his/her account
credentials and be verified as a user
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Tech drivers
of digital
identity

Blockchain is finding its use case in digital
identity management systems for its ability to
provide a secured distributed digital network
Emerging as the preferred underling technology
on which solutions are build
In addition to large technology vendors and large
BFS enterprises, multiple startups providing
blockchain-based identity management platforms
are gaining traction

Mobile



Application
Programming
Interfaces (API)




Increasing prevalence of mobile devices has led
to creation of more digital identities (including
device identities)
Mobile devices offer the convenience to users to
connect anywhere and anytime; and can also
play a significant role in the authentication
process through multi-factor authentication
Providing a seamless omnichannel user
experience through a well-defined digital identity
strategy for mobile is an important factor
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The report covers profiles and case study for BFS firms
specific to investments made in DI space
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Research calendar – BFS IT Services

Published

Planned

Flagship reports

Current release

Release date

Banking & Capital Markets – ITO Transaction Activity and Market Trends Annual Report

Q2 2018

Capital Markets ITO Annual Report

Q2 2018

Application Services in Banking PEAK™ Matrix Assessment 2018

Q2 2018

Open Banking IT Services PEAK™ Matrix Assessment 2018

Q2 2018

Digital Effectiveness for European Retail Banks | Pinnacle Model™ Assessment 2018

Q2 2018

Application Services in Capital Markets PEAK™ Matrix Assessment 2018

Q3 2018

Banking ITO Annual Report – Exploring adoption of Artificial Intelligence (AI) uses cases

Q3 2018

Digital Effectiveness for Wealth Management firms | Pinnacle Model™ Assessment 2018

Q4 2018

Blockchain services in BFSI PEAK™ Matrix Assessment 2018

Q4 2018

Thematic reports
Enterprise Digital Adoption in Banking and Financial Services | Pinnacle Model™ Assessment 2018:
Artificial Intelligence Enabled Transformation

March 2018

Blockchain: Is it The Silver Bullet?

March 2018

Maximizing Value From Open Banking

March 2018

Securing Digital Experiences in the Banking and Financial Services – State of Digital Identity Services Market

Note:

April 2018

For a list of all BFS IT Services reports published by us, please refer to our website page
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Additional BFS IT services research references

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this report. The recommended documents either
provide additional details on the topic or complementary content that may be of interest
1. Digital Services in Wealth Management – Rise of Hybrid Advisory: Services PEAK Matrix™ Assessment and Market Trends 2018
(EGR-2017-11-R-2492); 2017. In this report we present an assessment and detailed profiles of 18 digital service providers featured on the digital
services for wealth management PEAK Matrix. Each service provider profile presents a comprehensive picture of the provider's service focus, key
Intellectual Property (IP) / solutions, partnerships/alliances, and other digital & domain-specific investments
2. Digital Effectiveness in Retail Banking | Pinnacle Model™ Assessment 2018: Journey of North American Banks to Build SUPER Experiences
(EGR-2017-11-R-2478); 2017. In this report we analyze consumer-facing digital functionalities and the associated business impact for 30 large North
American retail banks. These banks have been mapped on Everest Group’s Pinnacle Model™, which is a composite index of a range of distinct metrics
related to each bank’s capability maturity in terms of various customer-facing digital investments and the resultant business outcomes
3. Navigating from Front to Back – Digital Services in Consumer Banking with Services PEAK Matrix™ Assessment 2018 and Profiles
Compendium (EGR-2017-11-R-2464); 2017. In this research, we present assessment and detailed profiles of 22 digital service providers featured on
the digital services in consumer banking PEAK Matrix™. Each service provider profile provides a comprehensive picture of its service focus, key
Intellectual Property (IP) / solutions, partnerships/alliances, and other digital and domain-specific investments
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Bharat Reddy, Senior Analyst:
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Deepjyoti Mili, Assistant Manager:
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About Everest Group
Everest Group is a consulting and research firm focused on strategic IT, business
services, and sourcing. We are trusted advisors to senior executives of leading
enterprises, providers, and investors. Our firm helps clients improve operational
and financial performance through a hands-on process that supports them in making
well-informed decisions that deliver high-impact results and achieve sustained value.
Our insight and guidance empower clients to improve organizational efficiency,
effectiveness, agility, and responsiveness. What sets Everest Group apart is the
integration of deep sourcing knowledge, problem-solving skills and original research.
Details and in-depth content are available at www.everestgrp.com.
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